Birds, fish and other animals routinely use unsteady effects to save energy by alternating between phases of active propulsion and passive coasting. Here, we construct a minimal model for such behaviour that can be couched as an optimal control problem via an analogy to travelling with a rechargeable battery. An analytical solution of the optimal control problem proves that intermittent locomotion has lower energy requirements relative to steady-state strategies. Additional realistic hypotheses, such as the assumption that metabolic cost at a given power should be minimal (the fixed gear hypothesis), a nonlinear dependence of the energy storage rate on propulsion and/or a preferred average speed, allow us to generalize the model and demonstrate the flexibility of intermittent locomotion with implications for biological and artificial systems.
Introduction
The traditional approach to the mathematical study of animal locomotion is usually based on the assumption of steady state according to which organisms move with a constant speed through the surrounding environment. Yet, the actual movement of several species is characterized by bouts of activity, periodically interleaved with pauses that can last from milliseconds to minutes [1] . Indeed, recently, Gleiss et al. [2] have suggested that intermittent locomotion is an example of convergent evolution wherein animals from distant lineages have developed similar strategies to similar problems to move efficiently. For example, the unsteady locomotion of fish that alternate phases of active tail swinging with passive coasting phases saves energy relative to continuous swimming [3] . Indeed Muller et al. [4] compared the intermittent swimming performance of young and adult tropical fish and showed that the 2014 The Author(s) Published by the Royal Society. All rights reserved.
amount of time spent in the passive coasting phase increases with age, suggesting that hydrodynamical and behavioural changes can support such energetically favourable strategies of locomotion. Furthermore, intermittent swimming is not just found in fish, but is widespread across a large variety of species including jellyfish [5] and marine mammals such as dolphins and sea lions [6] . Moving beyond marine organisms, intermittent locomotion is also seen in birds and broadly classified into bounding flight and intermittent flight [7] ; in the former modality, a bird periodically switches between active flapping phases and gliding phases, whereas in the second mode the passive phase corresponds to ballistic flight with folded wings. Experiments suggest that bounding flight represents an energetically efficient way of locomotion for small or young birds, whereas intermittent flight is characteristic of medium-sized birds [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . In fact, the role of body lift in the ballistic or bounding phase for increasing the amount of saved energy was highlighted in [13] , while a comparison of bats and swifts [14] suggests that the latter can exploit their high lift-to-drag ratio during gliding to save up to 15% of the energy compared with continuous flapping, whereas the morphology and flight style of bats do not allow such animals to efficiently use any stored potential energy and thus force them to use continuous flapping. Additionally, Kramer & McLoughlin [1] and Tobalske [15] have also suggested that intermittent locomotion allows animals to achieve secondary goals, such as fatigue recovery, manoeuvring, stability and sensory (visual) field focus and detectability.
The biological evidence showing that unsteady locomotion might in fact be the norm and steady-state locomotion is the exception begs for a move away from characterizing locomotion based on a mathematically convenient steady-state assumption. A possible guiding principle for developing new models and understanding the occurrence of intermittent locomotion is energy optimality, i.e. the assumption that animals minimize the total energy spent for locomotion [16, 17] . In a pioneering example of this approach, Weihs [18] used simple energy arguments to show how alternating bouts of active tail swinging and passive coasting phases can save up to 50% of the energy used by fish compared with steady swimming. Such models have since been extended to cover a larger range of swimming speeds [19, 20] , and similar arguments have also been used to explain the occurrence of intermittent and bounding flight in birds [7, 21, 22] . The crucial ingredient of such models is the capability of storing energy, usually gravitational energy, during the active phase and then using it for propulsion in the passive phase.
On the one hand, while simple energetic formulations are capable of qualitatively describing the benefits of intermittent locomotion, they neglect the crucial dynamical aspects of locomotion, and therefore they are limited in their descriptive capability. On the other hand, dynamical models typically couple the body dynamics with the dynamics of the surrounding fluid environment and tend to be complex, amenable only to computational analysis and specifically tailored to the case at hand. For example, in [23] a model for fish-like swimming that includes a flexible body (the fish) interacting with a viscous fluid is evaluated for the efficiency of burst-and-coast swimming, while reduced order models [24, 25] have been used to numerically find optimal solutions for intermittent flight and dynamic soaring in birds. The fact that similar intermittent locomotion strategies have arisen in animals that are not closely related [2] suggests a search for basic principles that might be gleaned from a general model.
Here, we propose a minimal model that incorporates the main qualitative features of the phenomenon including a dynamic formulation of the problem of locomotion with multiple allowable strategies that account for active propulsion and passive coasting, with simple constraints on the power and force that can be generated. Guided by the thought that intermittent locomotion is a strategic outcome, we couch our problem in terms of optimal control theory, which provides the natural language for such questions. Although we often refer to birds to help to build physical intuition about the formulation and the solutions, our formulation allows for a unified treatment of intermittent locomotion strategies in air and water. In particular, our minimal dynamical model for intermittent locomotion stated as an optimal control problem has solutions that describe the occurrence of unsteady locomotion and make it possible to extract the dependence of the qualitative features of unsteady motion on the system parameters. In §2, we Schematic of a minimal model for intermittent locomotion. During the active phase, the engine provides the thrust and, at the same time, charges a battery. The charge stored in the battery can then be used to provide thrust when the engine is turned off, during the passive phase. The dimensionless dynamics of such a system is described by equations (2.5)-(2.7).
introduce our mathematical model and use a combination of numerical and analytical methods to solve it, while providing an interpretation in terms of prior observations. In §3, we improve our initial formulation to account for additional realistic hypotheses and to show how the qualitative features of the intermittent locomotion strategy depend on the system parameters. Finally, in §4, we conclude with a discussion about the relevance of our models for natural and artificial locomotion strategies.
A minimal model for intermittent locomotion
Intermittent locomotion can be broadly defined as a strategy where animals periodically alternate between phases of active propulsion and phases of passive coasting. Such a strategy is viable only if animals are capable of storing part of the energy spent during the active phase in a 'reservoir' from which energy can be drawn during the passive phase. A minimal model for intermittent locomotion then needs to have at least the following three ingredients: (i) a dynamical model of the body in its environment, (ii) a (bounded) amount of energy that can be used for active propulsion, and (iii) a mechanism to store a fraction of the actuation energy to be used later during the passive phase.
A mechanical caricature of a system embedding all these elements is a car with a rechargeable battery, shown in figure 1. When the car moves, it is propelled on a horizontal track either by an engine (active phase) or by a battery that has been previously charged by the engine itself (passive phase). Here, the battery plays the role of 'energy reservoir' that is usually played by the gravitational potential energy in fish and birds (but see also [21] for a discussion about the importance of kinetic energy as an energy reservoir in birds).
The position of the car is governed by the dynamical equation
where x is the location of the centre of mass along the track, F is the thrust provided by the engine, m is the car mass, c is the viscous friction coefficient and S is the potential energy stored in the battery. For simplicity, here we have assumed the drag force to be proportional to the velocityẋ, but the introduction of a quadratic drag changes our results only quantitatively, not qualitatively, as shown in appendix A.
In this minimal setting, we start with the mechanical energy as a proxy for the total energy e(t) required for locomotion, writingė Finally, we assume that the charge in the battery is governed by the dynamical equatioṅ
where β represents the fraction of the total actuation energy that is transformed into stored potential energy and γ is the natural discharge rate. We note that, if F(t) is piecewise constant, a plausible solution based on our numerical results discussed in §2a is S(t) = (F(t)β − γ )x(t) and the dynamical equation (2.1) reads
In the following, we use this equation for the dynamics of the body (car), keeping in mind that the results are self-consistent only if the thrust F is piecewise constant.
Assuming that there is an upper bound on the thrust 0 ≤ F ≤ F max , as is to be expected in any biological situation, we find that the problem has a characteristic length scale F max m/c 2 and a typical time scale m/c. Then we can write the dimensionless equations of motion as, with a little abuse of notation,ẍ
Now, we consider the problem of wanting the car to travel from the initial position x(0) = 0 to a desired location x f . There are an infinite number of strategies to achieve this goal, ranging from one extreme of using continuous thrust to varying degrees of intermittent locomotion where active phases of duration t a are periodically interleaved by coasting phases of duration t g with possibly different duty cycles t a /(t a + t g ) = t a /t f . We think of the non-trivial strategy associated with intermittent locomotion as an optimal one aimed at minimizing the total energy [7, 21] , although our approach demands the solution of a dynamical problem rather than energy minimization. To characterize this optimal strategy, we neglect the transients associated with the initial and final part of the trajectory, focus on a single period of on-off locomotion, and define the performance index
which is the inverse of the specific energy, i.e. of the energy required per unit length of travel. Our optimal control problem then states that the best strategy requires maximizing the performance index J subject to the dynamical constraints (2.5)-(2.8), the starting conditions
that are necessary to make it possible to arrive at the best combination of active propulsion and passive coasting.
(a) Numerical results
Analytical solutions to optimal control problems such as (2.5)-(2.10) are, in general, very difficult to obtain; therefore, we first use numerical tools to gain some intuition.
There exist several opensource and commercial numerical packages for finding solutions to optimal control problems, for example GPOPS [26] and PSOPT [27] , which convert a dynamical optimal control problem to a standard finite-dimensional static optimization problem that is easier to solve. is negligible, except in pathological cases. After converting the original optimal control problem to a standard finite-dimensional optimization problem where the dynamical equations and the input and state constraints on a generic variable s(t) become nonlinear constraints in the optimization variables s i = s(t i ), i = 0, 1, . . . , N, we use nonlinear optimization techniques, such as interior point methods or sequential quadratic programming, to solve the resulting finite-dimensional optimization problem [28] . We emphasize that most nonlinear optimization routines converge to local minima, and therefore one usually needs to use different initial guesses to find the global minimum. Here, we use the GPOPS package that exploits pseudo-spectral methods to achieve fast convergence and the sequential quadratic programming solver SNOPT [29] as our nonlinear optimization routine, available freely at www.gpops.org.
In figure 2 , we report two examples of optimal trajectories obtained by setting β = 0.75, γ = 0. 25 note that, although the thrust is piecewise constant in both cases, with different optimal values for the engine force F * , the travelled distance per unit energy J = 3, and thus our formulation for the optimal control problem does not admit a unique solution. We note that the introduction of a quadratic drag does not affect the qualitative behaviour of the optimal trajectories, as shown in appendix A. Before we describe how additional assumptions allow us to obtain unique minima, we first use analytical approaches to understand the minimal model described above.
(b) Model analysis
Here, we first exploit an energetic formulation of the problem to characterize the dependence of the performance index J on the model parameters (β, γ ). While this analysis leads to some general global insights, it does not provide detailed information about the behaviour of optimal trajectories. However, as we will see, an analytical solution of the optimal control problem (2.5)-(2.11) does allow us to describe a family of optimal solutions from which we can select one that satisfies additional conditions that are biologically realistic.
The numerical results presented in §2a suggest that the optimal thrust is piecewise constant,
This allows us to determine the value of the performance index (2.11) by performing a phase plane analysis, i.e. by looking at the behaviour of e and S as a function of the position x instead of the temporal variable t. Indeed, the linearity inẋ(t) of equations (2.6) and (2.7) implies that the battery charge S(t) and the mechanical energy e(t) are linear functions of the travelled distance x(t), as illustrated in figure 3 . Therefore, we can write the maximum value for the potential energy, achieved at the end of the active phase, as (2.13) so that the total travelled distance reads 14) while the energy spent to cover the distance is 16) that is, the optimal performance index x(t f )/e(t f ) is independent of the details of the dynamics, but depends on the balance between the efficiency of conversion between thrust and potential energy β and the passive discharge rate γ, allowing us to understand the reason for the degenerate nature of the optimal strategy obtained numerically. In order to obtain the detailed structure of optimal trajectories, we now analyse the active and the gliding phase separately and characterize them using just four quantities: control duty cycle t a /t f , total period t f , thrust amplitude F * during the active phase and the initial velocity at the beginning of each cycleẋ 0 .
During the active phase, i.e. for t ∈ [0, t a ], we can analytically integrate (2.5) to obtaiṅ
and
where we have defined Γ = F * (1 − β) + γ . The boundary conditions S(0) = S(t f ) = 0 imply that the charge in the battery must be always positive and this, together with (2.6), induces a lower bound on the minimum thrust during the active phase,
Similarly, during the gliding phase with t ∈ [t a , t f ], we can analytically integrate (2.5)-(2.7) by setting F = 0 and considering x(t a ), e(t a ) and S(t a ) as new initial conditions, thus obtaining
20) 
We now use our explicit knowledge of the evolution of the state variables to convert the optimal control problem into a static optimization problem with (t a , t f , F * ,ẋ 0 ) as unknowns and the two periodic boundary conditionsẋ(t f ) =ẋ 0 and S(t f ) = 0 as nonlinear constraints. By solving this system of equations, we then expect to find a two-parameter family of solutions satisfying the constraints. To derive analytical expressions for the quantities of interest, we first write the boundary conditionẋ(0) =ẋ(t f ) =ẋ 0 aṡ
and use the expression to obtain the total period t f as a function of the active phase duration t a , the thrust F * and the initial velocityẋ 0 as 25) where x(t a ) is given by (2.17) evaluated for t = t a . Similarly, by exploiting (2.23), we can rewrite the boundary condition S(0) = S(t f ) = 0 as
and express t f as a function of only t a , F * andẋ 0 as 
where we have used (2.24) and (2.17) to simplify the expressions above.
Adding additional realism
Our analysis of the minimal model in the previous section shows that there is no unique intermittent locomotion strategy that maximizes the performance index. Although this is a degenerate case from a mathematical point of view, such a degeneracy might actually be beneficial for animals because they can exploit precisely this flexibility to achieve secondary goals, as suggested by Kramer & McLaughlin [1] and Tobalske [15] . Here, we discuss additional hypotheses, of both a kinematic and dynamic nature, that have been suggested as being associated with intermittent locomotion, reframing them in the context of generalizing our minimal model. We show that a combination of a dynamical hypothesis along with a kinematic constraint allows us to recover a unique solution for the optimal control problem, and we discuss how this solution depends on the model parameters and is amenable to biological interpretation.
(a) Dynamical hypothesis I: fixed-gear hypothesis
Our minimal model used mechanical energy e(t) as a proxy for measuring the total energy spent during the propelled phase, completely neglecting the metabolic contribution. However, Alexander [17] and Tobalske [15] have highlighted the role of this additional contribution to the total energy budget for locomotion. Indeed, some authors have proposed a variant of this called the 'fixed-gear hypothesis', according to which the metabolic efficiency is a non-monotone function of the generated thrust [7] , with the assumption that there is a sweet spot where the metabolic power reaches a minimum. In the context of our model, this corresponds to replacing equation (2.7) withė
where we have assumed for simplicity that the metabolic cost is quadratic in F and reaches a minimum atF. We point out that it is only the presence of a (global) minimum at F =F for F ∈ [0, 1] that matters; the exact form of the metabolic contribution as a function of F is not relevant. Using the analogy between S and the gravitational potential energy, the quantity Fβ − γ corresponding to the ascending angle of flight and thus equation (3.1) characterizes the existence of an optimal ascending angle for which the lift-to-drag ratio is maximal. If F * =F during the active phase, then the power spent on locomotion is minimized, and thus the optimal strategy corresponds to a choice of this value for the thrust. In our simplified setting, the additional term in (3.1) vanishes and the analysis in §2b allows us to find the optimal values for the period t f , the duty cycle t a /t f and the initial velocityẋ 0 .
(b) Dynamical hypothesis II: nonlinear charge dynamics
However, experimental data reported by Tobalske et al. [11] challenge the validity of the fixedgear hypothesis as a universal mechanism for choosing a unique value of the thrust during the active flapping phase in birds. An alternative, and somewhat complementary, approach to the fixed-gear hypothesis takes into account the nonlinear behaviour of the lift and drag coefficients on the value of the thrust F * and corresponds to assuming that β depends on the thrust amplitude F * . Therefore, we can replace equation (2.6) witḣ
Once again, the exact shape of the function β(F) is not very relevant, and the optimal trajectory corresponds to the choice
(c) Kinematic constraint on average velocity
Both the fixed-gear and the nonlinear battery hypotheses imply that there is an optimal value of the thrust F * for which the performance index is maximized. Assuming that the thrust amplitude during the active phase is determined according to either of these hypotheses, we still have flexibility in choosing the duration t a of the active phase or, alternatively, the actuation duty cycle t a /t f . This remaining degree of freedom can be exploited to modulate the average velocity x(t f )/t f , as shown in figure 4 , where we note that a given average velocity can be sustained by following one of two strategies: small accelerations for long times (small F * but large t a ) or large acceleration for short times (large F * but small t a ). We can quantify this behaviour by dividing equation (2.29) by t f to obtain
making the relationship between the average speed and actuation duty cycle t a /t f explicit. Thus, with one of the dynamical hypotheses above and this kinematic hypothesis, we find a unique optimal strategy for intermittent locomotion that maximizes the performance index while also hewing to maintain metabolic constraints and an optimal average velocity. We note that, for our choice of parameters used in figure 4 (β = 0.75, γ = 0.25, e max = 1), the average velocity can be varied by only about 5% because the large value of β does not allow the net force F * (1 − β) to accelerate the body during the active phase and, at the same time, the small value for e max implies that the active phase itself does not last for a long time. Different choices for the parameters can allow for variations of 20-30% in the admissible average velocity.
(d) Parameter sensitivity analysis
In the light of the unique solution obtained using the ideas discussed in the previous section, we now ask how the structure of the optimal trajectory is influenced by different choices for the system parameters, namely β and γ . Alternatively, we fix β(F) = αF so that F * = 1 and study how the family of solutions varies as a function of the active phase duration t a .
In figure 5a , we report the performance index J = x(t f )/e(t f ), the average and initial velocities x(t f )/t f andẋ 0 and the optimal duty cycle t a /t f as a function of α and for 0 ≤ t a ≤ 10. We note that, in agreement with equation (2.16) , the performance index J scales linearly with α and does not depend on t a . Moreover, the duty cycle t a /t f is a monotonically decreasing function of α, consistent with the intuition that the benefits of intermittent locomotion become more evident as the animal improves its ability to store energy during the active phase. On the other hand, as α becomes vanishingly small (or better to its lower bound γ /F * ; see (2.19) ), the duty cycle tends to unity and the optimal strategy reduces to steady-state locomotion.
In figure 5b , we report the dependence of the same quantities on the natural discharge rate γ . We note that, as indicated by equation (2.16) , variations in γ play a reciprocal effect with respect to variations in α. Once again, the performance index J is independent of t a , but is inversely proportional to γ . Larger values of γ correspond to steeper descent angles during the coasting phase, pushing the optimal strategy towards steady-state motion because now the system is not capable of efficiently using the stored energy during the passive phase.
This suggests that we can understand the bifurcation between continuous and intermittent locomotion by focusing on the transition regime, where the duty cycle can be written as δ = t a /t f = 1 − ε with ε 1. By dividing both sides of (2.25) by t f and rearranging the terms, we find that
In the limit t a 1, we can expand the exponential and the logarithmic terms in (3.5) to the first order and write
We can use this expression to deriveẋ 0 when the value of the force F or the duty cycle δ has been determined in accordance with, for example, one of the dynamical conditions and the kinematic constraint discussed previously in this section. Similarly, we can expand both sides of (2.28) to the first order to obtain .9) and, by equating the resulting expressions, we can obtain an analytical estimate for the duty cycle δ as
Although this expression is valid only in the limit t a 1, it shows all the qualitative features depicted in figure 5 . In particular, as the force F approaches its lower bound γ /β, the duty cycle approaches unity because the vehicle is not capable of storing energy in the reservoir S. Figure 5 . Dependence of (i) performance index J = x(t f )/e(t f ), (ii) average velocity x(t f )/t f , (iii) duty cycle t a /t f and (iv) initial velocityẋ 0 on (a) the fraction α of actuation energy that is stored as potential energy (γ = 0.25) and (b) the natural discharge rate γ (β = 0.75). Data obtained by solving (2.28) with F * = 1 and 0 ≤ t a ≤ 10.
other hand, as the force becomes very large, the duty cycle becomes vanishingly small and the locomotory strategy becomes a succession of short powerful thrust pulses interleaved with long passive phases. Similarly, as γ goes to zero (i.e. the passive phase becomes very efficient in using the stored energy), the duty cycle converges towards (Γ + 1) −1 , i.e. it is inversely proportional to F and β as shown in figure 5a . Finally, for a fixed value of the other parameters, the duty cycle is expected to increase as γ increases. 
Discussion
The fact that intermittent locomotion has arisen multiple times in animal lineages suggests that it is an evolutionarily convergent solution in animal locomotion owing to similar constraints, such as maximizing efficiency in a system with finite energy and bounds on the power output. Our minimal one-dimensional model couches these facts in an optimal control setting and accounts for the basic constraints and a simple dynamical law that together determine locomotory strategy. Our analytical and numerical solutions of the optimal control problem show that unsteady locomotion represents an effective way for saving a conspicuous amount of energy. For example, if we compare the trajectory shown in figure 2b with the corresponding continuous locomotion strategy having the same average velocity and metabolic cost (3.1), we find that the performance index of the latter (J = 0.58) is about five times lower than the one achieved with unsteady motion (J = 3). The introduction of a quadratic drag instead of the linear function used in the analysis does not qualitatively alter the behaviour of optimal trajectories; indeed, we find that unsteady strategies are still energetically favourable, as discussed in appendix A. However, our model does not yield a single optimum and instead yields a two-parameter family of optimal control solutions. We interpret this flexibility in terms of the freedom to achieve secondary goals during intermittent locomotion, associated with different kinematic and dynamic hypotheses that constrain average velocity and metabolic activity. The dynamical behaviour of our model depends only on two non-dimensional parameters, the fractional rate of storing energy during the active phase β and the efficiency of using such energy during the passive phase γ . It thus suggests that a wide range of natural biological locomotory behaviours might lie in a low-dimensional phase space that might be usefully exploited by organisms.
In the context of biologically inspired locomotion, engineering solutions often operate under the implicit assumption that nature has optimized the performance of organisms with respect to the environment where they live in. For example, in [30] , the authors discuss how flapping-wing propulsion observed in biology can be used as inspiration for designing new water and aerial vehicles, whereas in [31] the author proposes intermittent flight as an efficient strategy for small-scale autonomous aerial vehicles. Additionally, methods of controlling such autonomous vehicles using biologically inspired sensors and control strategies have been proposed in [32] and [33] , but, in all these cases, the parameters that optimize various performance indices are rarely known. Our minimal model can characterize unsteady control strategies to 
improve performance, and the small number of parameters yields explicit suggestions for how to implement this in terms of the rate of charging and expending energy and the duty cycle.
Of course, our one-dimensional model is a simplification and thus leaves out many effects. A natural generalization of our model to describe motion in two and three dimensions can be potentially used to model and explore phugoid motion and other unsteady flight modes, although the additional (coupled) degrees of freedom render the optimal control problem nonlinear and thus prevent any analytical insight; nevertheless, these variations constitute new avenues of exploration.
